Music Technology
What is Music Technology? The study of how music and sound is recorded,
edited, mixed and mastered through the 20th and 21st Century.
What will I learn?
Component 1: Recording - You will learn
skills in capturing, editing and mixing
sounds to produce an audio recording. You
will develop the skills to capture and manipulate sounds in corrective and creative
ways in order to communicate effectively
with listeners. You will then produce a
completed mix.
Component 2: Technology-based Composition - You will learn skills in creating,
editing and structuring sounds with increased sensitivity and control to develop
a technology-based composition. You will
use technology to explore a range of techniques for developing ideas. You should
develop in-depth knowledge and understanding of musical elements and musical
language, and apply these to your own
technology-based compositions.
Component 3: Listening and analysing
You will develop listening and analysing
skills through the study of a range of music
production techniques used in unfamiliar
commercial recordings. As well as identifying effects and their associated parameter
settings, you will explain the principles
behind the choice of the effects heard on
each recording, and their sonic character,
in a series of written responses. Through
the deconstruction and analysis of a final,
commercial product, you will expand your
knowledge of the recording and production
practices associated with a number of historical eras.
Component 4: Producing and analysing
This component assesses your knowledge
of the techniques and principles of music
technology through a series of written and
practical tasks, in the context of audio and
MIDI materials provided by the exam
board. The production stages of sound creation, audio editing and mixing will be
covered. You will refine and combine preexisting ‘ingredients’ of a mix to form a
convincing final product. You will also
comment on sonic characteristics of the
materials provided, interpreting the underlying theory associated with these as
well as justifying decisions made when undertaking the practical tasks.

Assessment in Music Technology
C1: Recording - Audio file of recoding and mix to be sent to the exam
board to mark. (20%)

C2: Composition - Audio file of the
composition to be sent to the exam
board to mark. (20%)
C3: Written exam paper to be sat at
the end of Y13. (25%)
C4: Written and practice exam paper
to be sat at the end of Y13. (35%)

Entry Requirements
Grade 5 in Music GCSE or Merit and
above at Level 2 Music BTEC,
OR
Successful
suitability
test.

Exam board: Edexcel
Link to course specification: https://
qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/
music-technology-2017.html

Link to example exam papers : https://
qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/
music-technology-2017.coursematerials.html

Complementary Subjects


Physics: Science of sound
Maths: Technical Numeracy
Music: Composition and analysis
Drama: Production (sound and lights) for
theatre
Media: Use of creative technology






Enrichment in Music Technology








Advanced music tech club - using Ableton
live for performance, DJ skills and advance
production techniques
The school record label - this is run by the
Y13 music tech students each year
Trips to see technology based performances
Trips to see art installations and exhibitions
which focus on the use of technology and
sound
Visitors and guests from the music industry
to discuss their experiences

Here’s what our students think!

Careers in Music Technology


Producer



Recording Engineer/Mixer



Studio Manager/Owner



Sound Technician



Acoustic Consultant



Audio Engineer for Videos



Digital Remastering Engineer



Live Sound Engineer



Recording Equipment Manufacturer's
Rep/Customer Service



Mastering Engineer (Post-Production
Engineer)



Interactive and Mixed Media Specialist



Recording Mixer (Film and Video)



Record Company Staff



Recording Studio Setup Worker



Studio Designer



Studio Technician/Maintenance



Music Editor



Programmer



Sound Designer



DJ/Remixer



Audio Developer



App designer

